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Abstract.
The problem of a barotropic cyclonic vortex, moving on a fi plane
and interacting with a meridional vertical wall, is studied by means of laboratory
experiments and a finite differencenumerical model. In the laboratory, the vortex
is produced in a rectangular rotating tank with a weakly sloping bottom. This
so-called topographic fl plane simulates the latitudinal variations of the Coriolis

parameter(/• effect). On this/• plane, the cyclonicvortex movesto the northwest
and eventually interacts with the western wall. Two different results are found,

dependingon the initial strength and zonal position of the vortex. (1) For
strong vortices, opposite-signvorticity is created at the wall owing to the no-slip
boundary condition, which leads, together with the cyclone, to the formation of a
dipole structure that subsequentlymoves away from the wall in the northeastward
direction. New wall interactions may occur when the original vortex recovers

its northwestwardmotion. (2) In the caseof weak vortices,the cycloneremains
approximately at the same latitude for some time and later drifts slowly southward
until it is dissipated by viscous effects. It is proposed that this behavior is a
consequenceof the vortex dispersiondue to the/• effect.
1.

Introduction

Considering the simple case of a single vortex near
a wall, it is found that its behavior is crucially dependent on the boundary condition. For no-slip boundaries,
the shear near the wall producesopposite-signvorticity,
which is able to move the vortex away from it. When
consideringthe free-slip boundary condition, the vortex moves along the wall advected by its own image,
necessaryto satisfy the condition of zero normal flow.
Dipole vortices colliding with a solid boundary present
similiar behavior. In the no-slip case, both sides of the
dipole create opposite-signvorticity near the wall and
"rebound" from it in two new dipoles. For the caseof a
frontal vortex-wall collision, this behavior was observed

basic question is the following: how may a singlevortex
approach a wall? In geophysicalapplications, where
rotation effects are considered, the latitudinal gradi-

ent of the Coriolisparameter(• effect)providesa selfpropagationmechanismfor monopolarvortices(a small
dipolar component in a monopolar structure on an f

plane may also causethe vortex to drift [Stern and
Radko, 1998]). It is well known that barotropic cyclonic(anticyclonic)vorticeson a • planein the Northern Hemispheremove northwestward(southwestward)
[see,e.g., Carnevaleet al., 1991]. Becauseof this •induced drift, monopolar vortices will eventually interact with the western domain boundary. A related study

involving the • effect in vortex-wall collisionsis that of
Carnevaleet al. [1997]. By meansof numericalexperby van Heijst andF15r[1989]in laboratoryexperiments iments, they demonstrated an inviscid mechanism due
on a stratified flow and reproducednumerically by Or- to • for the dipole rebound against an eastern boundlandi [1990]for two-dimensional
dipoles(seealso Voro- ary. When the dipole approachesthe wall, the northern

payevand Afanasyev[1992]and Verziccoet al. [1995] (southern)half displaces
fluid towardthe north (south),
for other type of dipole-obstacle
interactions).When a producingnegative(positive) vorticity due to the conflee-slip wall is considered, both halves separate and servation of potential vorticity on a • plane. Before
move in opposite directions along the boundary, ad-

viscouseffectsbecome important, they showedthat this
purely inviscid effect is able to produce the dipole reDipole vortices possessa self-propelling mechanism, bound, analogousto the viscousrebound observedby

vectedby their images[$affman,1979].
associated

with

the

mutual

interaction

between

both

halves, enabling collisionswith domain boundaries. A

van Heijst and FISt [1989]and Orlandi [1990].
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In this paper, the interaction of cyclonic monopoles
with a western wall is studied by means of laboratory
experimentsin a rotating tank. In order to obtain translating vortices, the fi effect was mimicked by using a
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uniformly slopingbottom [see,e.g., van Heijst, 1994].
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Becauseof the wall orientation and the presenceof a
single structure, the results are rather different from
the dipole case. It is well known that vorticeson a •
plane, in addition to their propagation,radiate Rossby
wavesowing to the advection of fluid parcelsnorthward

VORTEX-WALL

INTERACTION

The creation of cyclonic vortices was performed by
syphoninga finite volume of fluid through a thin, per-

forated tube [seeCarnevaleet al., 1991]. Using this

method, it is possibleto reproduce similar initial conditions by syphoning fixed amounts of water. On a
(producingnegativerelativevorticity) and southward flat bottom, the resulting vortex has vorticity and az(producingpositiverelativevorticity). The resultis a imuthal velocity distributions that are well approxitranslating vortex with a wake of negativeand positive mated by
F
vorticity cells. This study also examinesthe influenceof

these "modes"when the vortex is stoppedby the wall.
The main resultsreveal two differenttypes of behavior, dependingon the vortex strengthand initial position, namely,(1) strongcollisions,in whichthe interaction of intense vortices with the wall is dominated by
the production of oppositelysignedvorticity at the wall
due to the no-slipboundarycondition,and (2) weak
collisions,where the vortex dispersiondue to/3 playsa
significantrole. An additional effect in the barotropic
vortex-wall interaction, not presentin the dipole case,

is the massexpulsionto the left (lookingoffshore)for
cyclonicvorticesand to the right for anticyclones
[Nof,
1988]. In the presentstudy, a northwardmassexpulsion is produced along the wall, as has been described
by other authors. This coastal flow separatesfrom the

boundaryby viscouseffects[Lichteret al., 1992].
In order to extend the laboratory results, a seriesof
numerical experiments were performed by means of a

finite differencecode, similar to that usedby Orlandi
[1990],but now includingrotation effects.An important advantage of the numerical tools is the study of
the vortex evolution for different flow parameters,e.g.,
the Reynolds number and the initial separationdistance
of the vortex from the wall. Moreover, by performing
numerical runs with a large domain, it is possible to
estimate the influenceof the tank sizein the laboratory
experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the experimental arrangement,the topographic
/3 plane, and the vortex generation techniquesare described. In section 3, the experimental results are presented; also, a scale analysis is performed in order to
estimate the minimum distancethat the vortex can approach the wall before being stopped by viscouseffects.
Section 4 showsthe most important numerical results,
and, finally, section 5 contains a discussionand some
possibleapplications to oceanographiccases.

2. Laboratory
2.1.

Rotating

experiments

Tank

v•(r)
- •-• exp(-r2/R2),

(1)

v(r)-- F [1- exp(-r2/R2)]
(2)
,
respectively. Here r is the radial distance from the
center of the vortex, R is approximately the distance
where the orbital velocity reachesa maximum, and F is

thevortexstrength(F/7rR2 is themaximum
vorticity).
Typical R valueswere approximately 5 cm. These vortices contain a nonzero net amount of vorticity. However, in the laboratory, it takes some secondsto create
a vortex by syphoningwater out of the tank; during
this time, the size, strength, and positionof the vortex
have already been affectedby the topographic• plane

(describedbelow). Thereforethe initial experimental
conditionis not exactlydescribedby (1) and (2).
The flow was visualizedby addingfluorescentdye to
the vortices, and the subsequentevolution was recorded
with a corotating camera mounted at some distance
above the tank. This method was very effective for

obtaininga clear picture of the generationof vorticity
next to the wall. In addition, quantitative information

about the flow evolutionwas obtainedby trackingpassive tracers that were floating on the free surface. Par-

ticle trackingwascarriedout by usingthe digital image
processing
packageDigImage[Dalziel,1992].With this
technique,it is possibleto determine the positionsand
velocitiesof a large number of tracers and interpolate
them onto a rectangular grid in order to calculatethe
vorticity and velocityfields. Usingthesemeasurements,
it is possible to visualize the large-scaleradiation associated with the vortex on a/• plane, which is more
difficult to achievewhen only dye is used.
2.2.

Topographic

/• Plane

The evolution of a singlemonopoleon a/• plane may
be described, in the inviscid limit, by conservationof
potential vorticity for fluid columns:

Dt

- 0,

The laboratory experiments were performedin a rect-

angularrotating tank (100 cm x 150 cm) filled with

where D/Dr is the material derivativeand y is the

fresh tap water at a standard depth H0 = 24 cm.

meridional direction. In order to simulate the/• effect
in the laboratory, a uniform, weak, linear topography

The

rotation

rate

of the tank

was fixed at f• -

0.5

rad s-1, whichcorresponds
with a Coriolisparameter wasfixed overthe full lengthof the tank (150 cm). For
f0 = 2f• = 1 s-1. After 30 min, the spin-upis com- this purpose, a false bottom was used, which was lifted
pleted and the fluid has reached a state of solid-body

V = 9 cm at one of the ends of the tank; in all the

rotation.

experiments,tan-/= 9/150, i.e., a -/= 3.5ø slope(see
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Figure 1). Conservationof potential vorticity for fluid
parcels in the laboratory can be written as
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number flow is satisfiedin the whole domain, except in a

localizedarea aroundthe experimentalvortices(where
the local Rossbynumbermay be O(1), initially). However, the agreement between laboratory experiments
and numericalsimulations(performedon a real/• plane,
as will be shownin section4), providesconfidencein the
where the bottom topographyis given by H(y) = topographic /3 plane as a valid method to mimic the
H0(1 - y tan 3•/H0). Under the restrictionsof shallow planetary/3 effect[seealso Carneyaleet al., 1991;Matopography(tan 3•<< 1) and smallRossbynumberflow sudaet al., 1989]. The/3 effectexperiencedby a vortex
(cO/fo<< 1), the equationis reducedto [see,e.g., van of horizontal length scale R is measuredby the nondiHeijst, 1994]
mensionalnumber/• - /3R/fo. For the experimental

D(cø+fø)-O,

D

vortices, this number measurestypically /3• .-• 0.015.

Dt(co
+/3ty)
- 0,
which is identical to the expressionfor motion on a/•

plane. The parameter/•t - f0 tan ?/H• (whereH• is
the meandepth of the tank) is the equivalentlatitudinal
gradient of the Coriolisparameter. Using H,, .-• 20 cm,

For midlatitude,mesoscale
oceanicvortices(f0 • 10-4
S-1 /• •'02 X 10--13(cm S)-1 /r••,0100km) • • 0.02,

which is comparable to the experimental value.
The vortices gradually slow down owing to lateral
diffusion of momentum and the spin-down mechanism
the experimental
valueis/?t• 3 x 10-3 (cms)-• These provided by the Ekman layer at the bottom. The rate
relationshipsshowthat increasing(decreasing)depthin of decay induced by a sloping bottom is given by the

the laboratory is equivalentto decreasing(increasing) Ekmantimescale,
definedas T• - H,• cosff/(vf•)
1/2,

y, the latitude, in the planetary /3 plane. Then, the
shallow part correspondsto "north" and the deep one
to "south". Note that the restriction of small Rossby

wherey is the kinematicviscosity(y -• 0.013cm2 s-1
at 10øC). In the experiments,the Ekman period was
typically T, -• 250 s. On the other hand, the rate of

decayby lateral diffusionis T,-

R2/•. This diffusion

decay timescale measured typically T,-• 2000 s. The
duration of the laboratory experiments was always less

than the Ekman periodT,.

(a)
The
rotating
tank:
•Co-rotating
camera
3.

Results

Experimentally, two different types of vortex-wall interaction behavior were observed,dependingon the vor-

9cm

tex strength: (1) strong collisions,in which the vortex
behavior was dominated by the production of oppositesign vorticity next to the wall owing to viscouseffects,

and (2) weak collisions,in which the dispersiondue to
• played a fundamental role in the vortex evolution.

100 cm

Some intermediate

3.1.

(b) Top view:

North (shallow)

cases were also examined.

Strong Collisions

Figure 2 representsthe typical behavior of a strong
collision. The sequenceof photographsshowstop views
of the tank, where the upper part correspondsto the

north, and the vortex is visualizedwith bright dye (the
domain 0 _• x _• 100 cm, 0 _• y _• 150 cm; it is not
West

East

y

matelyF -• 150 cm2 s-• and the vortexwasreleasedat
(xo,Yo)-- (40 cm, 50 cm).

South(deep)
Figure 1. Experimentalarrangement.(a) In the topographic/• plane, the false bottom is lifted 9 cm at one

sideof the tank in orderto mimicthe/• effect. (b) Cyclonic vortex moves to the northwest and collides with
the western

wall.

completelyshown). In correspondence
with the wellknown behavior of barotropic cyclones,the initial movement is to the northwest, approachingthe westernwall.
In this experiment, the vortex strength was approxi-

When the collision occurs, negative vorticity is created at the southwest part of the vortex, next to the

wall, owingto the no-slipboundarycondition(t=20 s).
This negativevorticity accumulatesin a patch (consisting of undyed fluid originating from the wall). This
anticyclonic vorticity patch is strong enough to form,
together with the original cyclone, a dipole structure
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Figure 2. Top view photographsof a typical strong collision.

The

vortex

is visualized

with

fluorescent
dye. (a) The vortexis deformedwhenarrivingat the wall (t=20 s). (b) A patch
of negativevorticity is created at the boundary by viscouseffects,forming a dipole moving
northeastward. A northward flow along the boundary is produced (t=40 s). (c) The initial

cyclonegainsits northwestward
drift (t=60 s). (d) A newcollisionoccurs(t=80 s).
that

starts to translate

in the northeastward

direction

(t:40 s). As the dipole separatesfrom the wall, the
positive part quickly re-acquires its northwestward,

induceddrift, leavingbehindthe negativepart (t=60-80
s). A new collisionwith the wall is observed,but it is
now at some point to the north of the previous one. For
even stronger initial vortices, two or even three viscous

reboundswere observed(not shownhere).

In addition, a northward current is observed to de-

velopalongthe boundary(t=20-40 s), whichis a typical
leaking effect of vorticesnext to a wall. The presenceof
the boundaryblocksthe flow and part of the vortex fluid
leaks northward; for an anticyclonic vortex, the leaking

effectwould be southward[see,e.g., Zavala $ansdnet
al., 1998]. At higherlatitudes,this northwardcurrent
separatesfrom the wall by viscouseffects(t=40 s).
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Weak
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the stream function distribution, by following passive
tracers floating on the surface.

Collisions

When the cyclonicvortex is lessintenseor when the
initial position (x0,Y0) is taken far from the wall, the
dispersiondue to fi becomesfundamental during the
wall interaction. The associatedRossby wave radiation
is difficult to observe in the dye visualization experiments because the wake behind the dyed vortex covers most of the tank. However, by using the particle-

Figure3 showsthevelocityfieldsandthestreamfunctioncontours
of a weakervortex(I• • 100cm2 s-z) than
the one shownin Figure 2 (again, the domain is not
completelyshown).The initial positionwas (x0,y0) =

tracking techniquedescribedabove, we were able to

(50, 60 cm). Oncethe cyclonereachesthe wall (t=60
s), it staysthere for sometime, and afterwardit moves
slowlyto the south. The negativevorticity producedat
the wall by viscouseffectsdoesnot grow strong enough

monitor the evolution of the velocity fields and that of

to form a dipolar vortex structure, as in the previous
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Figure 3. Sequence
of (a) velocityfieldsand (b) streamfunctioncontoursof a weakcollision.

Solid(dashed)
linesin Figure3barepositive
(negative)
contours
at intervals
of 1.2cm2 s-1.
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Figure 3. (continued)

case, and hence a rebound from the wall is not observed.
We will try to show that this behavior of the vortex

but now shiftingto the southernpart of the originalvortex (t=60-150 s). Afterward,the positivemode2 drifts

next to the wall is due to the effect of the • dispersion to the northern part of the vortex, which is advected
as the collisionoccurs. This radiation is clearly visible southward(t=120-150 s). Thus the vortex is trapped
from the velocityvectors;a large clockwisecirculation betweenthe first two modes,the negativecirculationat
is producedbehindthe vortex (t=10-60 s, "model"). the south and the positive one at the north.
Later (t=60-110 s), a counterclockwise
circulationbeIn order to give a more clear image of the large-scale
comesclear ("mode 2"). Thesemodesmovewestward circulations,Figure 4 showsthe streaksfrom the partibehind the vortex. When the cycloneencountersthe clesfloating on the surfacefor six different times in the
wall, the negativemode 1 continuesits westwardmotion same experiment. It is evident that the anticyclonic
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lyzed in more detail by the numerical flow simulations
(section4).

t=30 s
120

3.3.

Intermediate

Cases

In this subsection,the transition betweenstrong and
weak collisionsis studied by examining two intermediate cases. As in the weak collision case, a vortex with

an initial strengthof approximatelyF .-. 100 cm2 S--1
is produced but now for two different initial positions,
both of them closer to the wall.

Figure 5 showsthe velocityfieldsand the streamfunction contourswhen the initial position of the cycloneis

(x0, Y0) = (20, 60 cm). The vortex is now closerto the
wall, and a collision stronger than the weak interaction
casedescribedabove can be expected. In fact, the drift
is slightly to the southwest at the beginning. This is
due to the short initial distance from the wall, which

120

inducesa southwarddrift (see section4). As in the
strong case,a patch of negative vorticity is producedat
the wall, which leads to the formation of a dipole structure that subsequently moves to the northeast. However, now, this dipole is more symmetrical; that is, the
negative part is comparable with the original vortex.
The motion in the northeastern

direction

reinforces the

negativehalf and reducesthe positiveone, owingto the

/? effect [VelascoFuentesand van Heijst, 1994]. As a
0
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ß
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A weaker

with

the wall.

interaction

is obtained

when

the vortex

vortex collides, however, it is shifted slightly to the

north, but afterward it movessouthward(see Figure
6c). The small drift to the north is attributed to the

-

0

interaction

starts at (x0,Y0) - (40, 60 cm). The corresponding
velocityfieldsand streamfunctioncontours(not shown
here) are very similar to thosein Figure 3. When the
"'-:'::;'•:•'•---•"•'.
',,* ... ,,•.,

t':':• •'•' "::'
,•r
• ,¾:
•.•

0

result, the cyclonecannot recoverits northwestwardmigration. In summary, this caseis still dominated by the
viscousproduction of vorticity at the wall; however,the
/? effect on this new patch of vorticity prevents a new

0

80

Figure 4. Particle streak recordingsof the weak collision in Figure 3. Mode I drifts to the south of the

cyclone(t-60-120 s), while mode2 movesto the north
of the vortex (t=150 s).

influence of mode 1, which producesa northward flow
parallel to the wall, together with a slight viscousrebound, while the southward motion is associated with
mode 2, as in the weak collision.
To summarize, Figure 6 showsthe trajectories of the
four casesdescribedabove. The crossesrepresent the
center of the vortex every 10 s. For early and later

times,a circle(solidand dashed,respectively)indicates
approximately the size of the vortex, i.e., the radius at
which the maximum velocity occurs. The strong colli-

sion (Figure 6a) consistsof a viscousreboundtoward
mode 1 shiftsto the south of the vortex and staysthere
while decreasingin size (t=90-150 s). Later, mode 2
drifts to the north of the vortex (t=150 s). The fact
that both cells, modes I and 2, drift southwestward
and northwestward,respectively,is in agreementwith
the expectedbehavior of anticyclonicand cycloniccirculations. Finally, the vortex is advected by mode 2
and movesslowly southward. This observationis ana-

the northeast, until the vortex recovers its northwest-

ward drift. In the next case, Figure 6b, the vortex also
rebounds to the northeast, but this time it does not recoverits original drift to the northwest,as explainedfor
the intermediate case in Figure 5. Note that in these
two examples, there is a short, initial motion to the
southwest,which is due to the production of negative
vorticity at the wall when the vortex was created. The
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Figure 5. Sequenceof (a) velocityfieldsand (b) streamfunctioncontoursof an intermediate

case. Solid(dashed)linesin Figure5b are positive(negative)contoursat intervalsof 1.2 cm2
S

--1

third case,Figure 6c, showsa short drift to the north,

3.4.

associatedwith mode 1, and afterward a southward motion along the wall due to mode 2. Finally, in the weak

Wall

collision(Figure 6d), the vortex staysat a fixedlatitude
for some time and afterward drifts slowly to the south
under the influence of mode 2. Apparently, this caseis
not influencedby mode 1 becausethe negativecell has
already shifted to the south when the vortex arrives at
t he wall.

Production

of Negative Vorticity

at the

In this subsection, a scale analysis is performed in
order to estimate the production of negative vorticity

at the wall and to get a simple criterion for predicting
the minimum distance that the vortex can approachthe
boundary. Basically, the negative vorticity producedat
the wall is estimated by consideringthe thicknessof the
boundary layer. When the magnitude of the vorticity in
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Figure 5. (continued)

2. Comparing
withthe peak
this new patch is of the sameorder (in absolutevalue) w• ,0 U/5 = FReX/2/4vrd
as the cyclonepeak vorticity, the zonal drift toward the

wall is stopped[Carnevaleet al., 1997].
The Reynoldsnumber,Re = Ud/•,, basedon the velocity inducedby the vortexU = F/4•rd, whered is the

vorticityof the cyclonewc,0 F/•rR2:

wc-_Re
4x/'
w•

'

(3)

distance from the vortex center to the wall, measures

This relation showsthat the production of negative

Re = F/47rp (in the experiments,Re ,• 600-900). The

vorticity at the wall is very small (w•/w• << 1) when

boundary
layerthickness
is• ,• d/Rex/2[see,
e.g.,Peri- thevortexis far fromthewall(d >> Re•/4R).Asthe
diet et al., 1991b];thereforethe vorticity producedat vortex approachesthe boundary,w•/w• increasesand
the boundarylayeris approximately(in absolutevalue) becomesO(1). At that moment,it canbe assumedthat
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Figure 6. Vortextrajectoriesfor differenttypesof collisions
are shownas follows:(a) strong

collision,
where(x0,y0)= (20,60 cm),R -• 5 cm,andF -• 150cm2 s-z, whereR isthedistance
wherevelocityis maximumandF is vortexstrength;(b) strongintermediate
case,(x0,y0) = (20,

60 cm),R -• 5 cmandF -• 100cm2 s-Z; (c) weakintermediate
case,(x0,y0)-(40, 60 cm),and

R and F are the sameas Figure6b; and (d) weakcollision,(x0,y0) - (50, 60 cm), and R andF
are the sameas Figure6b. The trajectorieswereobtainedby trackingthe vortexpeakvorticity.
The solid(dashed)circlesindicatetheapproximate
sizeof thevortices
at the beginning
(end)of
the experiments.

pushingthe vortex offshoreand the fi drift pushingit
inshore(weakcollisions).In the latter case,the vortex
may be advected in the meridional direction by some
other mechanisms,such as the Rossby cells shown in
the
experimental results or the southward component
possiblesituationsas follows: (1) for intensevortices,
the formation of a dipolar structure is observed,which induced by the boundary layer.
There is a possiblepracticaluseof relation (3). Asis ableto moveawayfrom the wall (strongcollisions),
or
(2) a balancemay occurbetweenthe boundaryeffects sumingcoa/COc
-• 1 whenthe vortex has beenstopped,
the vortex is stopped, becausethe patch of new vorticity at the wall preventsits zonal migration; however,a
rebound does not necessarilyoccur. From the experimental results, it can be establishedthat there are two
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the minimum distance from the wall reached by the vortex can be computed:

Rel/4

dmin • •t•o
2

(4)

The validity of this relationshipcan be roughly tested
for the experimental results presented in Figure 6, by
estimating the parameters F and R in order to obtain

Re and thus dmin(the vortex parametersare obtained
by fitting (1) to the experimentaldata in a leastsquares
sense).The resultscan be comparedwith dlab,the observed distance at which the vortex is stopped by the
wall at time rs. The correspondingvaluesare presented
in Table

1.

The estimated error in dmin is at least 2 cm, whereas
for dl•b it is 1 cm. These results show good correspondence for weak collisions

and a somewhat

less satisfac-

VORTEX-WALL

4. Numerical

INTERACTION

10,927

Experiments

In this section, some numerical simulations of the
laboratory experiments described above are presented.
The aim is to stress the relevance of the viscous effects

for the strong vortex-wall collision and of the • dispersion for weak interactions. Moreover, a limitation
of the experimental results is the size of the tank. As
was shown, the cyclonic and anticyclonic circulations
that arise as a result of the • effect, which have an influence on the vortex evolution for weak collisions, are
of the same scale of the tank. Therefore we attempt
to demonstrate, by performing numerical experiments
with a larger domain, that the finite size of the tank
doesnot fundamentally affect the experimental results.
We used a finite differencecode, developedby P. Or-

landi, R. Verzicco,and J. H. G. M. van Geffen[see,
e.g., Orlandi,1990;van Geffen,1998],whichsolvesthe

tory one for stronginteractions. However,both of them
give the correct order of magnitude. The discrepancies two-dimensionalNavier-Stokesequation usingthe
formulation:
may be due to the simplicity of the argumentspresented
above compared with the complexity of the processes
involved. For instance, the time dependenceof the production of negative vorticity at the wall has not been
operator[J(A,B) = A•By taken into account; this problem is related to the struc- whereJ is the JacobJan

+

-

ture and evolutionof the viscousboundarylayer [see, AyB•:] and the relationbetweenvorticity and stream
equationw = -V21p. It
e.g., Peridiet et al., 1991a,b], and this is beyondthe functionis givenby the Poisson
must
be
noted
that
the
numerical
experimentswere perscope of the present paper. Besides, it is possiblethat
formed
for
a/•
plane,
instead
of
the
topographic/• plane
the/• effect reducesv:•, becausethe flow in the boundary layer is directed southward; therefore fluid columns
are stretched. In other words, dmin is overestimated.
There may be some other effectssuch as the northward
leaking effect, reducing the radius R, and the vortex
decay by viscouseffects,decreasingRe.
Finally, consider a typical oceanic vortex of radius

used in the laboratory experiments. No-slip boundary
conditions were imposed for all the simulations. The
resolutionusedfor all the runs was 128 x 128 grid points
and a time step of 0.1 s. Some tests performed with a

Re •. 250 and, consequently, dmin •" 200 km. This
result implies that the vortex would not approach the
coastline at a distance less than 200 kin. Apparently,
the minimum distance is around twice the vortex radius,
both for laboratory and oceanographicvalues.

call that this equation is valid for a fiat bottom; thus
the topographic/• effect breaks the symmetry of such
distribution. Therefore it is not possibleto produce exactly the same initial condition in the simulations. In

higherresolution(256 x 256 grid points)showedvery
small differences.

The prescribed initial conditions were similar to those
R- 100km andvorticityv: •- 10-5 s-1 i.e., a strength
in
the laboratory experiments, where the initial vorticF -• v:•rR2 - •r x 105m2 s-1 . Usinga horizontaleddy
ity
distributionis approximatedby (1). However,reviscosityAH -- 100m2 S--1 [Smith,1986],oneobtains

order to test the numericalmodel, severalcases(not
shownhere) were simulatedusingthe experimentalvalues for the viscosity y and/•, trying to reproduce the
laboratory results. The experimental Reynolds num-

Table 1. Characteristic Parameter Values for Strong
and Weak

Interactions

ber (Re = r/4v
wasapproximately612 (considering
F •- 100cm2 s-1). Goodagreement
wasfoundbetween

Case

rs, s

/i[, cm

dmi,•, cm

dl..b, cm

Strong
Strong

30
30

6.0
5.7

16.1
14.4

12
9

both types of experiments,which providesconfidencein
the numerical simulationsto study the casesof higher
Reynolds numbers and different initial zonal positions.
The influence of the other walls was also explored by
performing simulations with large domains.

Weak
Weak

80
90

4.0
4.1

8.8
9.7

8
9

4.1.

High Reynolds

Number

Simulation

In order to investigate the influenceof the viscousefVariables are defined as follows: rs, time; R, distance;
drain, minimum distance from wall; dl,•b, observed distance

fectson the vortex behavior,simulationswith a higher
Reynoldsnumber (Re - 6120) were performedfor an

to wall.

initial

condition

similar

to the weak collision

case de-
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scribedin section3; that is, F - 100cm2 S--1, R = 3
cm, and (x0,Y0)- (45, 50 cm). The radiusandthe initial positionwere taken somewhatsmallerin order to
let the initial symmetricalvortex adjust to the nonsymmetrical translatingvortex on the fi plane. The stream
function contoursare shownin Figure 7 and correspond

for later times; the collisionis producedslightly more

to the north (Ycolli.•ion
• 98 cm at t=90 s) than in the
experimental
case(whereYcollision
• 90 cm at t--90 s).

This is probably a consequence
of the negativemode
1, whichproducesa northwardflow parallelto the wall
(seealsothe trajectoryof the intermediatecasein Figto the same times of the experimental weak collisionin ure 6c, where the vortex movesto the north when arFigure3. At the beginning,it is observed
that the main riving at the wall). Also, the unavoidableerror in the
characteristicsof the experiment are qualitatively well initial conditionmay be partly responsiblefor this difreproduced(although,of course,the numericalvortex ference. Afterward, the southwardmotion of the vortex
decaysat a slowerrate). The main differences
are clear in the simulationis slightly faster than in the laborat=10 s
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Figure 7. Streamfunctioncontours
obtained
fromthenumerical
simulation
oftheweakcollision
usinga highReynolds
number(Re- 6120).Solid(dashed)
linesarepositive
(negative)
contours
at intervals of 1.2 cm2 s-1.
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tory experiment. Plots at t-120 s and 150 s clearly
suggestthat this southwarddrift is producedby the ar-

rival of the positivelarge-scale
circulationcell (mode2)
at the wall. These possiblemechanismsare in agreement with the fact that, for higher Reynolds numbers,
the Rossby modes remain intense for longer times and
therefore have a greater influenceon the vortex behavior when it is stopped by the wall.

10,929

y0 was kept at 50 cm in all cases.The simulationsare
identifiedhereafteras s10for (x0, y0) = (10, 50), s20for
(x0, y0) = (20, 50), etc.
The strongcollisionis clearlyobservedin experiments
s10 and s20. For the s10 case, the initial motion is

toward the south, indicating that the influenceof the
viscousboundary layer next to the wall overcomesthe
/• drift right from the start of the simulation. This

motion was also observedin the laboratory experiments
where the initial zonal position was too closefrom the
The laboratory results(strongand weak collisions) wall. After separation, the vortex was able to return
are highly dependent on the initial position from the to the wall again, as in the strong collisioncaseshown
wall. For instance,when the vortex starts too closefrom in Figure 6a. In a final stage, however,the dipolaf
the boundary, the interaction may be dominated by vis- structureturns to the east owing to the • effect [see
couseffects. However, when the initial zonal position is also VclascoFuentesand van Hcijst, 1994]. When x0 is
larger, the vortex is weaker when it arrives at the wall larger (simulations20), the initial influenceof the wall
and the • radiation plays a more important role. In this diminishes and /• induces an additional motion to the
section, a set of numerical simulationsusing the exper- west. When viscouseffectsdominate again, the rebound
imental Reynolds number and the same initial vortex is produced toward the northeast.
as in section 4.1 but changingthe initial distance from
For x0 = 35 cm, the initial northwestward /• drift
the wall is presented. Figure 8 showsthe trajectories becomesmore important than the influenceof the wall.
of four simulations, where the initial zonal position x0 Thus the initial motion is to the northwest. The interacwas 10, 20, 35, and 45 cm, while the meridional position tion with the wall shows a short drift to the northwest,

4.2.

Dependence

on the Initial

Position

which seemsto be a consequence
of mode I (as explained in section4.1, and in Figure 6c), together with
a short viscous rebound.

The main

difference

with

the

strong collisionis that the vortex doesnot movesouthward beforerebounding,and the influenceof the/• radiation starts to play a role. Finally, simulation s45 represents a weak collision. Initially, the vortex movesin the
northwestern direction, free from the wall influence. As
the vortex gets closerto the boundary, it is advected
to the south owing to Rossbymode 2, as was shown

lOO

90

(note that in this case,modeI doesnot advectthe vor-

80

tex to the north; this is becauseit has already moved
south from the vortex). It might be, however,that still

a slightlyviscousreboundis producedsincecreationof
negative vorticity at the wall is always present. Simulation s45 givesresults that are comparablewith those
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Figure

8. Numerical trajectories for different initial

zonal positions: x0 = 10 cm (dotted line), x0 = 20
cm (dot-dashedline), x0 = 35 cm (dashedline), and
x0 = 45 cm (solid line).

presentedin Figure 6d.
There is a qualitative difference between laboratory
and numerical experiments for strong collisions. The
numerical trajectories in simulations s10 and s20 show
a cyclonicloop when the vortex rebounds,not presentin
the laboratory experiments. This difference is mainly
due to the initial condition imposed in the numerical
model. At t=0, the vortex is so close to the wall that
the produced opposite-signvorticity advectsthe vortex
to the south almost immediately. There are some other

possiblereasonsfor the observeddifferences:(1) the
numerical code does not include bottom friction; (2)
the numerical/• value is strictly constant, whereas the
topographic /• in the laboratory experiments depends

on the local depth, whichis changinglinearly (although
these changesare very small); (3) the accuracyof the
finite differencemethodmay be insufficient[Peridiet et
al., 1991a].
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Numerical

Additional

Runs With

numerical

a Larger Domain

simulations

of the same weak

collisioncase(Figure 3) wereperformedbut now using
a larger domainof 200 cm x 300 cm (not shownhere).
The grid resolution and the time step were the same as
in the previous simulations. Although the general behavior is similar, some differences are evident because
the size of the Rossby modes is much larger in this numerical run. For instance, when arriving at the wall,
the vortex

drifts

a shorter

distance

to the south than

in the experimental case, probably becausemode 2 is
not strong enough to advect the vortex. However, it is
concludedthat, although the sizeof the laboratory tank
may have an influence, it does not drastically affect the

VORTEX-WALL

INTERACTION

The first regimeis presentwhen an initially intense
cycloneproducesstrongenoughshearnext to the wall
to form a secondary,negativevorticity patch. This effect has been shown before to occur in different

sit-

uations [seeHarvey and Perry, 1971; Walker et al.,
1987; Orlandi, 1990; Carnevaleet al., 1997]. For the
secondtype of interactions, the production of negative
vorticity at the wall is still present but relatively weak;
perhaps it plays a role in the southward advection of

the vortex (in addition to the advectionproducedby
mode 2, as describedbefore). On the other hand, an
estimation

of the minimum

distance

that

a vortex

can

approach the wall was obtained. This minimum dis-

tance,dmin"'•Rel/4R/2, wasestimated
by arguments

based on the production of negative vorticity at the
wall. It was shown that for laboratory and oceanicvortices, dmin • 2R.
On the other hand, highly nonlinear vortices on a/•
5. Discussion
plane are able to maintain their coherenceas they move,
Laboratory experiments in a rotating tank were per- beforelosingenergywhen radiating Rossbywaves. Thereformed to study the collision of a barotropic cyclonic fore such radiation may play a minor role for strong
vortex against a western wall on a /3 plane. The /3 collisions, when vortices are very intense. In contrast,
effect was simulated by using a uniformly slopingbot- for weak collisions,the vortex dispersiondue to/• becomesmore important. This assertionwas confirmedby
tom, which forces the vortex to translate in the northperforming numerical simulationswith higher Reynolds
westward direction and, eventually, to interact with the
western wall.
numbers. In these experiments, Rossbymode 2 remains
The results showedtwo different dynamical regimes: intense for longer times and clearly advectsthe vortex
(1) Strongcollisionsare thosein whichthe production to the south. Also, severalnumericalexperiments,using
of vorticity next to the wall by viscouseffectsdominates the same initial vortex but different initial zonal posithe vortex evolution. In this regime, a patch of nega- tions, showedthe influenceof the/• radiation when the
tive vorticity develops at the wall, forming, together vortex started far from the wall. These resultsalso sugwith the original cyclone,a dipole structurethat starts gest that for a complete descriptionof the vortex-wall
to move in the northeast direction. For strong enough interaction on a/• plane, one must take into account a
initial vortices, the created dipole is very asymmetric, large enough initial zonal distance from the wall. The
the positive half being stronger than the negative one, limitation of the size of the laboratory tank was also
and, eventu.ally, it regainsits northwestwarddrift, hence considered. However, the results of numerical simulaperforminga newcollisionwith the wall. (2) Weakcolli- tions usinga larger domain did not differ fundamentally
sions are those in which the vortex dispersionproduced from the experimental results.
In geophysicalapplications, it is expectedthat a comby the /• effect (a wake of large-scalecirculationcells
with alternating signs)plays a major role in the vortex petition between viscous and inviscid mechanismswill

results

described

in section

3.

behavior. The first mode (mode 1) is a large-scaleneg-

occur[Carneyaleet al., 1997].This may be the casein

ative circulation behind the cycloneas it movestoward

the weak collisionsin the present study. For instance,

for a twothe wall. The secondmode (mode 2) is a large-scale Smith[1986]performednumericalsimulations
positive vorticity cell behind mode 1. When the vor- layer system, using typical parametersof oceanicantitex is stopped by the boundary, mode 1 drifts toward cyclonic vortices interacting with a western continenthe wall and becomes concentrated
south of the vortex.
tal shelf. Smith [1986, Figure 6a] showsthe upper
Meanwhile, mode 2 arrives at the wall and becomes layer stream function of an anticyclone colliding with
concentrated at the northern part of the original vortex. Thus the cycloneis trapped betweenboth cellsand

a western no-slip wall, while dispersing by the /• effect. Smith's figure showsa striking resemblanceto the

is graduallyadvectedto the southby mode2 (in some present experimental results of the weak interaction in
intermediate casesbetween strong and weak collisions, Figure 3 (t-90 s), with, of course,the signsof the circumode 1 seems to have an influence, which is observed lationsreversed(seeFigure9). On the otherhand,it is
before it is

known that oceanic vortices may have associatedsatel-

advectedto the south by mode 2). The motion of the

lite rings.For example,Vukovichand Waddell[1991]re-

two modes is due to their own circulations; mode 1 is
anticyclonicand thus it movessouthwestward,while the
cyclonic mode 2 drifts in the northwestward direction.

accompaniedby a cyclonicvortex at their northernperiphery when interacting with the western continental

as a short

drift

of the vortex

to the north

ported on Loop Current anticyclonic vortices that were

ZAVALA SANSON ET AL.: BAROTROPIC VORTEX-WALL INTERACTION
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ward) motion of cyclones(anticyclones)encounteringa
western meridional wall may be related to the positive

(negative)Rossbymode2.
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